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Points to be discussed:

- Chinese-Abbasid contacts and trade along the maritime 

road.

- Seaports played a major role in the history of both sides.

- Gulf region as an important destination for the Chinese 

products.

- The Cirebon shipwreck cargo as tangible evidence of the 

bilateral contacts and trade between Chia and the 

Abbasids.

- Maritime contacts between Central Middle and Europe 

particularly during the late Islamic period.

- Conclusion.



Sources

- Historic literature

- Archaeological record and Museum Objects 

Contemporaneous texts such as:

- The work of Jia Dan, the prime minister, who was 

versed in geography “The Maritime passage from 

Guangzhou to foreign Countries”. He specified the 

stages along the maritime routes (627-649).

- The work of Ibn Khurdadbeh, «كتاب المسالك والمملك » )The 

Book of Roads and Kingdoms(. He maps and describes 

the major trade routes within the Muslim World and 

discusses distant trading regions to Japan, Korea, and 

China in around 870 AD.



Long before Islam:

China interests in Asian regions

- China interests in Central Asia went back 

at least to 97 BC when the army of Han 

Dynasty against the bandit tribes and 

reached as far as Merv (in what is now 

Turkmenistan).

- Laid the foundation of the early Silk Road 

caravans.

- Persia had trade relation with from 140 BC 

onwards (Annals of Han Dynasty).



Persian seaports: Charax and Aplologos



During Prophet Muhammad time

- Arabia was aware of China people, 

knowledge and high quality products.

- As reported by Al-Bayhaqi, Prophet 

Muhammad said: 

- "Seek for knowledge even unto China". 



Islamic conquests:

Apologos became “Ubullah”

- ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab (644-634):

- “the land of India and the stronghold of the 

enemy”.

- Apologos was conquered in 15/636-37.

- The name Apologos was corrupted to “Al-

Ubullah ”األُبلّة



Siraf
Caliph ‘Umar said:

- “… most ships’ builder and seafarer were 

Persians …”.

- After the destruction of Siraf in 686 due to 

a strong earthquake Muslims were obliged 

to take over these tasks/rolls.



Introducing Islam to China

‘Uthamn b. ‘Affan )656-64).

He sent to China three envoys headed by 

Sa'ad ibn abi Waqqas, the uncle of Prophet 

Muhammad.

.



During the Umayyad Period

(661-750)
- Muslim power “The Umayyad Dynasty” rose 

in the central Middle East.

- They had good relation and trade with 

China.

- Chinese referred to them as “Ta-Shi” )of the 

white flags). 

- Both sides exchanged missions and gifts.



The Rise of the Abbasid Dynasty/State

- In 750 the Umayyad Caliphate fell, 

overthrown by the Abbasid Dynasty.

- Chines called the Abbasids “of the black 

flags”.

- Abbasids inherited the Umayyad territories 

and extended their territories as far as 

western China.



The battle of Talas in 751

- It took place on the banks of the Talas 

River in present-day Kyrgyzstan.

- Between the army of Emperor Yuan Zong 

and the Abbasids.

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Collection



Battle consequences
- The victory of the Muslim army has strengthen 

a leading role of the Abbasid State in the 

global history and politics.

- The battle fixed the boundary between 

Buddhist Asia and Muslim part of Asia.

- Followed by a peaceful and friendly relations 

with China, particularly under Tang Dynasty.

- Resulted the transmitting key inventions from 

China to the western world.

- Active trade and connects between both sides.



Abbasid-Chinese coalition against 

the Rebellion of An Lu-Shan

754-757
• A few years after the battle of Talas a 

rebellion broke out was against  the king 

Yuan Zong (Tang Dynasty).

• The rebills occupied the eastern and western 

parts of the capital. 

• His son Su Zong took over the throne and 

managed to put down the rebellion with the 

support of Abbasids.



Rebellion consequences
- Strengthened the relations between both 

sides.

- They exchanged delegations during the 

reign of the Abbasid caliph al-Mansur.

- Muslim merchants were welcomed in the 

Chinese courts. 

- Chinese emperors built relations with 

senior Muslim merchants.



As indication for the strong relation: 

- The name of the Abbasid caliph was 

blessed on the minbars (pulpits) of China 

in speech of the Friday prayer. 

Sulayman al-Tajir (Akhbar Rihlat al’Arab wal Furs).

He visted China in 236/801.

Al-Mas’udi (Muruj al-Dhahab).



The land and maritime routes

Between China and the Abbasid Dynasty

- In principle, only major powers can 

maintain sustainable land and maritime 

sea routes.

- They were protected and enjoyed high 

level of security. 

- Chinese and Abbasids preferred the 

maritime route as it was less expensive 

than the land rout



Long route between the Abbasid 

Ubullah seaport and China

• According to G. Hourani:

• The sea round-trip would have taken 

about a year and a half. 

• Sailors used the technique of letting the 

monsoon winds carry them easily from 

zone to zone at different times of the year. 



In summer (in May):

- Ships would sail down the Gulf from the 

main ports of al-Ubullah (in Iraq) and Siraf

(in Persia).

- They cross to Musqat or Sohar (on the 

eastern coast of Oman).

In September or October:

- They cross the Indian Ocean to Kulam

Mali in Malabar (sailing takes one month).



November or December:

- They would make for the next port of call 

at Kalah Bar in Indochina (sealing took 

one month).



- Then ships headed for Sanf Fulaw at the 

Gates of China (sailing talks one moth).



After another month (in Spring):

- They reach Canton.

In Winter  (November-April):

- Back to the Gulf:

- Some ships would sail further to the ports 

of South East Asia at Sumatra and Java.

- Another destination for trading ships of this 

period was the coast of East Africa, as far 

south as Madagascar



Maritime navigation
• In addition to the instruments and maps 

used in navigation.

• They relied on the stars in the night and 

the sun in the daylight.

• If its foggy or cloudy, they used a hook to 

smell the mud of the sea bottom. 

Allister Macmillan  (1928): 

“Seaports of India & Ceylon”



Sea ports of the Abbasids

Al-Uballah (األُبلّة)

- Al-Ubullah sea port developed more and 

more.

- “The Ubullah river” stretches for 12 miles 

long. (as long as the distance between 

Basra and Ubullah). 

- At the right and left of the river were 

gardens and palaces.



Siraf

Muslim Geographers described Siraf:

- As a very active seaport.

- Ships embarking in Siraf were called “sufun

al-Sin” (the ships leading to China) and were 

built by the Gulf people.

- Al-Maqdisi called the Persian/Arab Gulf “The 

sea of China (bahr al-sin) and called Siraf as 

“dehliz al-Sin” )Entrance of China(.

- Al-Basra and Siraf were main markets for the 

Chinese merchants.



Basra
Ubullah declined gradually for the benefit of 

Basra.

According to al-Muqaddasi “ahsan al-

taqasim”:

- Al-Ubulla and Abadan are cities belong to 

Basra region

- It had wooden pillars on both sides to 

guide the arriving ships to its entrance.

- It had also a lighthouse to guide ships 

night.



Baghdad

- Founded by the caliph Abu Ja‘fra al-Mansur 

recognized the geostrategic location of the 

city:

- Al-Ya‘qubi says: , 

- “[Baghdad] is an island between the Tigris 

and the Euphrates… and a waterfront for 

the world,” 



- Baghdad was at the center of a network of 

roads and rivers.

- It was also directly linked to trade in the 

Persian/Arab Gulf.

- Chinese considered Baghdad as “the 

great capital of the Arab lands” )Tabari, 8, 

P. 576).



Chinese seaports

Canton

- Canton was the most flourished city in Asia.

- It linked between China and the Abbasid 

dynasty.

- It Contributed in developing China more and 

more. 

Khamdan
- The capital of China and the seat of Tang dynasty.

- China shared border with the Abbsids.



- People called the Po-sse (Persians) and 

Ta-shih (Arabs) immigrants in Chinese 

ports in the 7th and 8th centuries. 



Chinese Production

Chinese were very proud of their production:

«...وأهل الدنيا ماعدانا عمي، إال أهل بابل فانهم عور ... »

“… The people of the world except us are 

blind, but the people of Babylon, they are 

one-eyed…”

Al-Qazwini, Athar al-Bilad wa Akhbar al-’ ibad”



Mas‘udi (in muruj al-dhahab) says:

- The Chinese ships used to come to the 

seaports of Oman, Siraf, Bahrayn, Ubulla

and al-Basra.

- Ships were different in term of types and 

size.



Transmitting Chinese Ceramic technology 

to the Abbasid the Abbasids

- After the Battle of Talas in central Asia 

imprisoned Chinese potters and paper 

makers were brought back to Merv.

- Prisoners taught Muslim artisans the art of 

ceramic and paper-making. 



This is attested by Tu-Huan, one of the 

Chinese prisoners, who returned to China 

11 years later.

He described:

“How he had taught Muslims the techniques 

of textile manufacture, gold-engraving, 

papermaking and Chinese porcelain 

production”



- Abbasid artisans got exposed to the ceramic 

technology and tried to imitate the coveted shiny 

white surface and hard compact body of 

Chinese wares.

- Nevertheless they couldn’t produce it due to: 

Raw material (white kaolin clay) not 

available.

Kiln technology of the high-fired white 

porcelain could not reached.

Iraqi finest clay was low-firing and yellowish



Beginning of the Chinese ceramic 

export to the Abbasids

- Most likely after the rebellion of An Lu-

shan 756 (6 years after the beginning of 

the Abbasid caliphate ) as white ware kilns 

in Henan province (North China) were 

damaged during the rebellion.

- Canton sea port was reopened for trade.

- Ceramic production started to flow to the 

Abbasid territories in the late 8th/beginning 

of the 9th century. 



Chinese porcelains in the Abbasid court

Muhammad ibn al-Husayn al-Baihaqi, (ca. 

1059) states:

‘Ali ibn ‘Isa,the governor of Khurasan sent a 

gift to the Abbasid Caliph Harun al-Rashid 

(786-809)

It includes:

20 pieces of Chinese Imperial porcelain, 

referred to as “Chini faghfuri” فغفوري صيني.



The gift also included:

- Bowls, cups and half-cups.

- 2,000 other pieces of porcelain the like of 

which had never been seen at a Caliph’s 

court before.



Chinese porcelain and stone past objects 

excavated at Abbasid cities

Chinese porcelain and stone paste ware 

dated to Tang period (618-907) were 

uncoverd at:

- Samarra and Ctesiphon.

- Nishabur.



Cirebon shipwreck Cargo as evidence for 

the Chinese-Abbasid trade contact

- In the 10th century (around 968 or after) a full 

loaded ship sank about 100 nautical miles 

north of Cirebon off shore, Java Sea, 

Indonesia.



- In February 2003 the shipwreck was 

Identified and surfaced.

- The cargo has been estimated in excess 

of 500,000 objects, of which 75% are 

ceramics, principally Chinese. 

- Objects included Islamic products such as 

glass and ceramics.

- A hoard of coins from southern China 

belonging to the reign of Liu Yen (917-42).



- Qatar Museums Authority acquired the 

half of the cargo.

- This is a strategic asset and potential for 

interdisciplinary research, education and 

tourism in Qatar. 



- The cargo objects are a first hand source 

for the Chinese Abbasid trade contacts. 

1. Origins:

- Objects determine whether the origin was 

China and the surrounding regions or/and 

in Muslim territories.



PHASE THREE

2. Manufacturing technology

Material/Petrographic/clay analysis:

- indicate the characteristics of every object to 

determine whether there is a considerable 

standardization in manufacture,.



Mineral analysis:

- Mineralogical analysis will show, in 

ceramic for instance, the amount of biotitic 

mica in the sand-sized fraction. 



Typology:

- To determine the use/function of every object 
which is important in understanding the relevant 
communities, social and daily life activities.

Decoration:

- To understand the culture, to which the object 
belong.

- To interpret the object in context with its relevant 
culture.



Ship origin and destination

The departure port: Most likely China

Evidence: 

- Variation of 200,000 pieces of stone paste 

celadon/ceramic and metal objects for 

every day domestic/serving uses 

decorated with Chinese motifs. 

- One piece is bearing the potter/artisan 

name (Xu) dated to 968 (the year Mao 

Cheng).

- Coins dated to the 10th century (917-971).



Which port in China?

- Most likely Guangzhou (Canton). It was 

the capital of Guangdong province in 

South China. 

- By the 10th century Guangzhou was  the 

largest port of southern China. 

- It was assigned by the Chinese dynasty to 

administer the trade activities between 

China and the foreign countries. 



Examples of Chinese porcelain

Left: Stone paste bowl with clear glaze (North 

China, 9th century. 

Right: Earthenware jar painted in monochrome 

luster opaque white glaze, Basra,

10th century. 

Freer Gallery of Art.



Abbasid earthen jar derived fromTang wares. 

9th century



Chinese blue and white fitware ware

shown in a royal celebration in Shiraz

Anonymous, miniature (c. 1444) 

The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio



Jewish and Christian Contribution

- Maritime trade between China and the 

Abbasids flourished disregard of religion, 

cultural background or ancestry.

- Jews and Christians played a leading role 

in the maritime trade between China and 

the Abbasid Dynasty.



Stone decoration in Iran

The dome of the Tīmurīd Mausoleum of Nūr ad-Dīn 

Ni‘mat Allāh in Māhān, near Kirmān )1436). 

Archnet.org



Ghaybī at-Tawrīzī:

Ceramic tiles from the Mosque and 

mausoleum of the Emir Ḫalīl al-Tawrīzī, 

Cairo, 1420. 

UNESCO.org



Bottle after a Chinese model

Persia or Syria, blue and white stonepaste 

(15th century)

The David Collection, Copenhagen



Late Islamic Porcelain in Europe
Via two routes in the Mediterranean:

1. A route started from European sea ports 

cross the Mediterranean to Egypt 

(Pelusium/al-Farma), then by the land 

route to the Red sea.



A second route from western Europe cross 

the mediteranian to Syrian Seaports to 

Damascus to Baghdad to Basra and finaly 

cross the Gulf to China.



Apothecary jar for the nawfar 

medical preparation extracted from water lilies). 

Late 13th – 14th century

- Stone paste, polychrom glaze, lustre painting.

- The jar was made for “Al-māristān an-Nūri”, 

found in Damascus in 12th century n

Museum of Islamic Art - Doha



Left: Apothecary jar with the arms of Florence.

Damascus, Syria, blue and white fritsware, early 15th c. 

Right: Apothecary jar, Syria, blue and white fritware

Cité de la Céramique, SèvresAga Khan Museum, Toronto, Canada



A Syrian apothecary jar in “the three Marys at the Tomb” 

by: Jan van Eyck (1430-35)

Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen Rotterdam



Two apothecary jars, Valencia, Spain (c. 1475) Gold lusterware

Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen Rotterdam



Eight Apothecary jars from Syria 

Found in excavated waste pit in Fenchurch Street in London

(14th/15th century) 

Museum of London Archaeology.



Closing note

- Long before Islam China had its political and economical 

interests in central and eastern Asia, which laid the 

foundation for the land and maritime trade roads.

- The political, military and economical power of the 

Chinese and Abbsids enabled them to build strong trade 

contacts via land and maritime roads.

- The Asiatic origin of most of the Abbasid army contributed 

in much in building strong relations with the Chinese 

people.

- The Abbasid me infrastructure and the strategic locations 

od its seaports. 

- The geo-strategic location of the Gulf region and its 

seaports enabled the Abbasid caliphate to play a major 

role in bridginbg between east and west. 



- The achieved stability, openness to the outside world 

and also the economical needs have encouraged the 

Abbasids to adopt foreign types, styles and 

manufacturing techniques of the Chinese.

- The achieved Abbasid legacy was not possible without 

interaction and exchange between local expertise and 

counterparts in China. 

- The outcome of this contact is clearly attested in their 

surviving architecture and arts in the field as well as in 

the museums. 



- Further evidence of further contact with Europe and Asia 

are expected to be revealed in excavations. 

- We emphasize, in the same time, that large part of the 

Mamluk physical legacy is not yet studied and evaluated. 

- The Mamluk legacy is, in fact, a product of cosmopolitan 

nature of the Mamluk cities. Builders and artisans have 

worked side by side disregard of their faith, ancestry and 

cultural background.
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